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Abstract: In recent years, multilevel inverters are widely employed for distributed energy sources area because
several batteries, fuel cell, solar cell and wind turbine can be connected through MultiLevel Inverters (MLI) to
feed a load without voltage balance problems. But the main disadvantage of MLI is its output voltage amplitude
is limited to DC sources voltage summation. To overcome this drawback, a novel cascaded multilevel Z-source
inverter for PhotoVoltaic (PV) system is proposed in this paper. The proposed topology for PV system can
achieve single energy conversion and boost function. The integrated Z-source network in each module is
immune to shoot-through faults especially operating at high switching frequency and enhances the system
reliability.Various modulation strategies have been reported in the literature for cascaded multilevel Z–Source
inverter. This paper will focus on simple boost control, maximum boost control and maximum constant boost
control.A comparative evaluation of control methods are presented in terms of Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD), inductor current ripple of Z-Source inverter, capacitor voltage ripple of Z-Source inverter, voltage gain
and voltage stress. Simulations of the circuit configuration of various control methods are performed in
MATLAB/SIMULINK. Hardware prototype of the proposed three-phase cascaded multilevel Z-source inverter
for PV is built to validate the results.
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INTRODUCTION
Multilevel inverter is a well established topology for
high power applications such as large induction motor
drives, UPS systems and Flexible AC Transmission
Systems (FACTS). This topology generates a desired
output with reduced harmonics from several levels of
input DC voltage sources. Also, it offers lower voltage
stress , improved spectral quality and low electromagnetic
interference. But the drawback of MLI is that its output
voltage is limited to the sum of the dc input sources.
Therefore, to boost up the voltage , a DC-DC converter is
required as a intermediate converter. To overcome this
drawback, a Z-source based MLI is proposed in this
paper which can perform boost/buck operation [1-2].
The shoot-through states of the z-source MLI boosts up
the input DC voltage.In this paper, a five-level Z-source
cascaded inverter is investigated for photovoltaic
applications. A Z-network is incorporated between the

Voltage gain and voltage stress
DC source and the inverter for boosting up the
voltage. The output voltage of proposed inverter
can be controlled using modulation index and shoot
through state. Cascaded Z–Source Multilevel inverter
is analyzed with various modulation strategies
namely simple boost control, maximum boost
control and maximum constant boost control.
These control techniques have been proposed to
insert the shoot-through periods in the traditional
switching waveform of power switching devices.
The performance parameters of Z-Source cascaded
Multilevel inverter namely the Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD), voltage gain, stress and inductor
current ripple and capacitor voltage ripple is
computed. Simulations of the circuit configuration of
various control methods have been performed in
MATLAB/SIMULINK.PIC microocntroller is used for
generating the gating pulse. Hardware prototype has been
built to validate the results.
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compared to cascaded H-bridge inverters [3-4]. During the
shoot-through state, the output voltages of Z networks
are zero and this state exists for a short duration (ma)
which depends on the modulation index of the inverter.
Circuit Operation: Circuit operation consists of two
modes namely shoot -through and non shoot-through
states [2].The impedance network is implemented using a
split-inductor (L1 and L2) and capacitors (C1 = C2)
connected in X shape. This unique impedance network
allows the Z-source inverter to buck and boost its output
voltage and also provides it with unique features that
cannot be achieved with conventional VSI and CSI.
In Shoot-Through (ST) switching state of Z-Source
MLI, upper and lower bridges of the same leg is turned
on having the output voltage of zero. During non
Shoot-Through state opposite pairs of legs of both the
bridge conducts. In ST state the two inductors are being
charged by the capacitors and in Non-Shoot-Through
(NST) states the inductors and input DC source transfer
energy to the capacitors and load. Conduction table of the
proposed Z-source MLI is shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2.1: Circuit diagram of Five-Level cascaded Z-Source
MLI
Table 1: Conduction table for cascaded Z-Source MLI
Voltage Level Output

Voltage

On Switches

Level 2 (non shoot-through)
Level 1 (non shoot-through)
Level 1 (shoot-through)
Level 1 (non shoot-through)
Level 1 (shoot-through)
Level 0 (zero state)
Level 0 (shoot-through)
Level 0 (shoot-through)
Level -1 (non shoot-through)
Level-1 (shoot-through)
Level -1 (non shoot-through)
Level -(shoot-through)
Level -2 (non shoot-through)

2Vin
Vin
Vin
Vin
Vin
0 (V)
0 (V)
0 (V)
-Vin
-Vin
-Vin
-Vin
-2Vin

S3,S4,S5 ,S6
S1,S3,S5 ,S6
S1,S2, S3, S4, S5, S6
S3,S4,S5 ,S7
S3,S4,S5 ,S6, S7, S8
S1,S3,S5 ,S7
S1,S2,S3 ,S4,S5,S7
S1,S3,S5 ,S6,S7,S8
S1,S3,S7 ,S8
S1, S2, S3, S4, S7,S8
S1,S2,S5 ,S7
S1, S2, S5, S6, S7,S8
S1,S2,S7,S8

Z-Source Cascaded Mli: The circuit diagram of cascaded
Z-Source five-level inverter is shown in Fig. 2.1. It
consists of a series single phase H bridge inverter units,
Z impedances and DC voltage sources. DC sources can
be obtained from batteries, fuel cells, solar cells [1].
Each H-bridge Z-Source inverter can generate three
different output voltage +Vin, 0, -Vin. Output voltage can
be higher than the input voltage when boost factor, B>1.
The number of output voltage levels, m in this topology
is given by (n-1)/2, where n is the number of Z
impedances or DC voltage sources. This topology has
an extra switching state: shoot through state as

Modulation Strategies: Modulation strategy for a
particular inverter topology determines the spectral
quality of the output voltage. For the proposed topology
of MLI, multicarrier PWM techniques have been reported
in the literature [5-6]. This paper proposes a novel third
harmonic injected maximum constant boost control
method for the Z-source MLI topology Maximum
constant boost control with third harmonic injection
achieves maximum voltage gain by keeping the shootthrough duty ratio constant. Here the basic point is to get
the maximum B while keeping it constant all the time which
results in low line frequency current ripple through the
inductors. The boost factor is determined by the shootthrough duty cycle so the shoot-through duty cycle must
be kept the same in order to maintain a constant boost
factor. With this method, the inverter can buck and boost
the voltage from zero to any desired value smoothly
within the limit of the device voltage. Fig. 3.24 shows the
reference and carrier waveforms for maximum constant
boost with third harmonic injection PWM technique.
The sinusoidal reference signal can be injected by a third
harmonic with a magnitude equal to 16% of the
fundamental.When the carrier triangle wave is greater
than the upper shoot-through line or lower than bottom
shoot-through line, the inverter is turned to a shoot
through state. Fig. shows the reference and carrier
waveforms.
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Fig. 2: Maximum constant boost with Third harmonic
injection PWM technique

Fig. 4: MATLAB/SIMULINK circuit
Cascaded Multilevel Inverter

of

Z-Source

The modulation index (ma) for a given boost factor in
the maximum constant boost control method can be
calculated from equation(3) for the proposed maximum
constant
ma =

B +1
3B

(3)

PWM pulse generation for various switches are
generated uisng the proposed modulation tecnique and it
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: PWM pulse generation for various switches
Maximum constant shoot-through boost factor for
the proposed Z-source cascaded multilevel inverter can
be written as shown in equation (1),

B =

1
1 − 2D

(1)

where B is boost factor ,ma is modulation index and D is
duty ratio
D=

2 − 3m a
2

(2)

Simulation Result: Fig. 4 shows Matlab/ Simulink of
Z-Source cascaded MLI using Unipolar PWM with
Boost factor = 1.25, ma = 0.8, RL Load where R=50
and L=24mH, Input voltage Vdc=75V, Z impedances,
L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 = L = 40mH and C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = 6600µF.
Simulink circuit is shown with LC filter having L=30mH
and C=150µF.
Figs.5 to 7 shows the output waveforms with RL
loawhere R = 50 , L = 24mH and input voltage Vdc1 = 75V,
Vdc2 = 75V and the output voltage is boosted.
A detailed comparative evaluation between simple
boost control, maximum boost control and maximum
constant boost control is discussed in the next section,
where the performance parameters of the cascaded
impedance -source(Z) MLI is discussed
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Fig. 5: Load voltage waveform for maximum constant
boost PWM method without filter (Boost factor :
2.59, ma= 0.8 and RL Load)

Fig. 8: Effect of modulation index on Total Harmonic
Distortion for three control techniques
Table 2: Effect of modulation index on inductor current ripple for three
methods

Fig. 6: Filtered output voltage waveform for MLI

Fig. 7: Filtered output current waveform of MLI
Performance Parameters for Cascaded Z-source Mli:
Performance parameters of Z –Source [7-8] multilevel
Inverter are analyzed for various control methods which
are implemented using third harmonic injection PWM
technique. Performance parameters are Total Harmonic
Distortion, inductor current ripple of Z-Source inverter,
capacitor voltage ripple of Z-network, voltage gain and
voltage stress of the proposed.

ma

Simple Boost

Maximum Boost

Maximum Constant Boost

0.8

0.0414

0.1138

0.0188

0.73

0.0362

0.8718

0.0120

0.67

0.0230

0.8571

0.0091

Total Harmonic Distortion (THD): Total Harmonic
Distortion of
five
level
Z-source inverter is
analyzed and compared for control methods- -simple
boost control, maximum boost control and maximum
constant boost control method.THD is calculated for
various modulation index values and the comparison is
shown in Fig. 8.
From the Fig. 8, it can be concluded that the maximum
constant boost control technique has reduced THDv
compared to other techniques.
Inductor Current Ripple: Inductor current ripple is
calculated across the inductor of z impedance of Z-Source
inverter. Inductor current ripple is shown in table for
various modulation strategies that changes with variation
in modulation indices [9].
From the Table: 2, it is foud that the simple boost
control method has the highest inductor current ripple.
Maximum constant boost control has the least inductor
current ripple for Z-MLI.
Capacitor Voltage Ripple: Capacitor voltage ripple
is calculated across the capacitor of z impedance of
Z-Source inverter. Capacitor voltage ripple is shown in
table for various modulation strategies that changes with
variation in modulation indices.
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Table 3: Effect of modulation index on Capacitor voltage ripple for three
control techniques
ma

Simple Boost

Maximum Boost

Maximum Constant Boost

0.8
0.73
0.67

0.5
0.6191
0.7

0.0598
0.0680
0.0796

0.0425
0.0540
0.0633

Fig. 10: Effect of voltage gain on voltage stress for
simple boost control method

Fig. 9: Effect of modulation index on voltage gain
From the Table: 3, it is found that the maximum
constant boost control has the least capacitor voltage
ripple which reduces the cost of the capacitor used and
reduces ripple in the output.
Voltage Gain (G): Voltage gain, G [10] is calculated for
various modulation strategies. In Fig. 9, voltage gain in
compared with different modulation indices for all
modulation techniques. Voltage gain, G is given by the
formula shown in equation (4),
G =

2V ac
V in

Fig. 11: Effect of voltage gain on voltage stress for
maximum boost control method

(4)

where, Vac=RMS value of output voltage Vin=Input voltage
From the Fig. 9, maximum constant boost control
technique has higher voltage gain compared to simple
boost control method but less than maximum boost
control technique.
Voltage Stress: In Figs. 10, 11 & 12 voltage stress
is compared with voltage gain for various
modulation techniques. Voltage Stress is calculated
from voltage gain as shown in equations 5, 6 and 7.
Voltage stress is

Fig. 12: Effect of voltage gain on voltage stress for
maximum constant boost control method
Maximum boost control:

Simple boost control:-

VS = 2 −

1
G

VS =
(5)

3−

1
G

Maximum constant boost control:
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Table 4: Comparison Table for the Control Methods
S.NO

Parameters

Simple Boost Control Method

Maximum Boost Control Method

Maximum Constant Boost Control Method

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

THDv
THDi
Ripple in capacitor voltage
Ripple in inductor current
Voltage gain(G)
Voltage stress
Boost factor(B)

6.78
6.62
0.0414
0.5
9.107
1.89
1.25

5.58
5.16
0.1138
0.0598
20
2.03
3.09

3.68
3.41
0.0188
0.0425
12.21
1.65
2.59

Fig. 13: PIC connection diagram

Fig. 15: Power circuit
From Table:3, it is observed that the maximum
constant boost control method has less Capacitor voltage
ripple which reduces the cost of the capacitor used and
gives high voltage gain (G) and reduced voltage stress
(VS) compared to simple boost control and maximum boost
control method. Inductor rating of maximum constant
boost control method is reduced with third harmonic
injection PWM technique and also ripple in the output
current reduces thus reducing the cost of the filter.
With this maximum constant boost control method, THD
of the output voltage waveform has been reduced.
Therefore maximum constant boost control method is
preferred for the proposed topology compared with simple
control and maximum boost control PWM techniques.

Fig. 14: Power circuit of Single phase cascaded Z-Source
MLI
∏
VS =
3 3G − ∏

(7)

where, G=Voltage gain
Figs. 10-12 show variation of voltage stress with
voltage gain(G) for all three techniques.

Prototype of Cascaded Z-mli: A single-phase cascaded
Z-source MLI has been built with IGBT .4N35 optocoupler
is employed to ioslate the power and control circuit [9-10].
A PIC microcontroller is employed to genertae the gating
pulse. The connection diagram is shown in the Figure. 13
and the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 14. The 11th
and 32nd pins of IC are connected to five volt power
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Fig. 16: Prototype of the cascaded Z-Source MLI

Fig. 17: Five-level output voltage of Z-source MLI
supply through a regulator whereas the 12th and 31 st pins
are grounded. The 13th and 14th pins are connected to two
terminals of a 20MHZ crystal oscillator whose both
terminals are grounded through a 33pF capacitor.
The triggering pulses are taken through PORTA, PORTB
and PORTD each corresponding to single phase Z-source
inverter.
Fig. 15 shows the power circuit layout and Fig.16
shows the prototype of Z-source MLI and its output
voltage is shown in Fig.17 which gives a five-level
stepped waveform which verifies the presented design
and simulation results for Vin = 7.5V,Vo= 20V is obtained.
CONCLUSION
This paper provides a clear overview on control
techniques used in multilevel inverters. It has been found
that the maximum constant boost control method yields
better results when compared to maximum boost control

method. By employing the maximum constant boost
control technique various attributes of the MLI has been
improved. Some of them are listed below:
THD of the output voltage waveform has been
reduced.
Inductor rating is reduced with third harmonic
injection PWM technique.
Capacitor voltage ripple is less which reduces the
cost of the capacitor used.
Ripple in the output current reduces thus reducing
the cost of the filter.
High voltage gain (G) and reduced voltage stress VS.
The impact of third harmonic injection has eliminated
third order and multiples of third order harmonics there by
reducing the harmonics in the output voltage and
output current. Therefore, a
cascaded
Z-source
multilevel inverter is found to be a suitable topology for
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photovoltaic applications as it eliminates an intermediate
DC-DC converter.Moreover, the proposed topology
reduces the cost of the inverter and its associated
components and enhancing the performance of the z-MLI
for PV.
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